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JET PROPULSION WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO THRUST AUGMENTERS
-—

‘=y-&, B. ~chub=uer”-=---” ‘-
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—

SUMMARY ——

—
This invest-i&tion was c“arr-ied‘&t”-at “the Bureau of

Stanclards at the request and with the financial assist-
iince “of the Rational A&visory Committee f-or Aerona=cs.—

The purpose of- th~wor%tias to inve~igate th;~o=-tii’-
biltty of using thrust-augmented jets a~ prime””m-overs~
The augmentation was to be effected by allowing the jet to
mix with the surrounding air in the presence- of bodies
which deflect the air set in motion by the jet.

Previous work is~eviewed brie~lj~ R iKpotfited out
that propulsion by jets is fundamentally simple and there-
fore attractive, but because of its low thrust per horse-
power, it cannot compete with the engine-driven air-screw
propeller without augmentation.

six augmentati~q schemes were tested experimentally
with compress~$ air at Toom temperature at jet speeds up
to 1,240 feet per secona, The results show t,hat a small
amou~t of augmentation. iw possible>
efficiency is far too small to m-fdce
6f the screw propeller--

INTRO~UO~”fifi

but that the gain in
the jet a competitor

In its broaaest sense, jet propulsion is the name for
that type of propulsion which is characteristic of prime
movers d.esignea to work in a fjuid meiiium such as air or
water, or in empty O~acOe f= a’fluid the jet may be com-
posed of the meaium--itself set in motiom. by some mechani-
cal &evice such as a screw, In empty space the fluia must
come from within the vehicle itself. At one extreme we
find the air screw and water screw, and at the other the
rocket. Usage has eliminate air and water screws from
the class of jet propellers, and has restricted that term
to propellers in which the jet issues from nozz-ies. In

.
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particular, the term Il$et propulsionl~ refers to propulsion
by means of high-speed jets of relatively smaIl diameter
forced from nozzles by high pressure. Jet propellers in
this restricted sense have a low propulsive efficiency as
compared to the screw, because of the smaller amount of
flutd from which propulsion is derived. To offset this is
the simplicity that results from creating the jet by means
of fluid under pressure, rather than by means of a moving
mechanical mechanism external to the vehicle.

It is hard to Lmagine any combination of heat engine
and propeller more simple and p.ositi~e in its action than
a hollow cylinder with one end closed, thrust being exert-
ed on that end by gases ejected from fuel burning within

—

the cylinder. This is the simplest type of jet propeller,
.●..

namely, the rooket, Not all forms of propulsion by jets
-:. .

of gas are as simple as this. There is another type-in -. -k

which only the combustible material is contained within
the vehicle itself, the oxygea to support combustion being
taken from the outside. Alr is taken from the outside by
a compressor and mixed with the fuel carried within the 7

vehicle; and after the bur+ing of the fuel in a combus-
tion chamber, the products of combustion are ejected rear-

.

ward through a nozzle. In the former type (rocket propul- <

sion) the propulsion is derived from the acceleration of
gases from Test with respect to the vehfcle to some final, ●

usually high, speed, Iq the latter, since the intake usu-
ally faces the wind moving past the vehicle, propulsion
results partly from the acceleration of air from. the ini-
tial speed at which it was taken in to a higher $peed, and
partly from an acceleration of combustible material from
rest with respect to the vehicle to the same final speed.
While this latter type may be far fram simple, it is not
the jet principle that makes it complicated, but rather
the arrangements required to supply the oxygen for com-
bustion.

Probably because of its simplicity the jet propeller
has always been regarded as an attractive type of prime
mover ~ 13xperimenters, many of them in Germany, have tried
with varying degrees of success to use jets of gas for the
propulsion of land vehicles, light airplanes, and gliders,
(References 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7,) Nearly all experimenta-

\

.-

tion is directed toward one goal; that of propelling vehi- A

cles flying through air or space- This type of work is of
~>

value in contributing toward the development of rocket fu-
els and toward the proper design. of vehicles for jet pro-

‘,’-

pulsion, but very little if any knowledge is gained there-
k
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by concerning the jet priaciple and, In particular, the
efficiency of jet propulsion. At best it merely confirms
knowledge already obtained from the laws of thermodynam-
ics and aerodynamics.

The laws of heat engines and jet flow have been ap-
plied by a number of workers in this field to determine
the complete performance of the jet. (References 8, 9, 10,
11, 12, 13.) Deductions from established laws agree in
general with observed facts to within a few per cent;
whence it is well knokn to most experimenters that ordi-
narily the fuel consumption of the jet propeller is very
high for t_he propulsive force obtained, as compared with

c the performance of an ordinary screw propeller driven by
an internal-combustion engine- However, those experiment-
ing with rockets justify their work by aiming to apply the

d
jet to the propulsion of airplanes moving at very high
speeds and to the attainment of these speeds at high alti-
tudes, where, because of both the speed of the airplane
and the rarity of the air, the efficiency of a screw pro-
peller is much reduced. On the other hand, the propulsive
efficiency of a jet increases with the speed of advance of
the vehicle; and if the jet is formed on the rocket prin-
ciple, requiring no taking in of air from without, it is

independent of the altitude, It is therefore possible to
find, for any given altitude, a speed of flight at which
rocket propulsion has the same efficiency as screw propul-
sion, and above which the rocket method is the more effi-
cient. In the limiting case of flight through free space,
where there is no surrounding medium for a screw to act on,
rocket propulsion is the only kind available,

It is generally bslieved that high .spe’eds at high al-
titude will be&ome important in future transportation.
If this is true, then jet motors or rockets will find an
important application, and experimentation of the kind we
have mentioned is not to be regarded as useless.

The ether application of jet propulsiozr., name~y, the
propulsion of airplanes as they exist to-day, has been
shown by 3uckingha.m (reference 8) and Roy (reference 9) to
be entirely unsatisfactory because of the vast superiority

● of the screw propeller with regard to fuel consumption and
. thrust- As computed by ROY, the speed at which an air-

plane must fly in order to be propelled as efficiently by
* a jet on the nodcet principle as tt would be at ordinary

y speeds by a screw propeller is about 800 miles per hour,
.
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the Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory. (Reference
23. ) W’lotls original augmenter is shown in Figure 1.
The sketch here shown was copied from the report of the
work of Jacobs and Shoemaker and is like the one shown in
Melot~s sketches. Mdlot reported satisfactory results
from this augmenter when used on an intermittent jet pro-
duced by the exhaust from a combustion chamber in which
the explosive mixture had been compressed by a freely mov-
ing piston. For more details the reader is referred to
reference 140 More definite results are reported by Jacobs
and Shoemaker from tests made with-a steady jet o.f..ai.rat
room temperature Their tests showed a maximum thrust of
nearly 1.4 tim6s the theoretical free-jet reaction, at 90
pounds per square .i.gchg~i$$:epressure. They also tested
separate parts of the augmenter and found that the Venturi
tube made the greatest contribution to the increased thrust,
The conclusion which they drew after testing modifications
i.n size and arrangement was that the increase in thrust
was in every case too small to make the jet feasible as a
prime mover in competition with the engine-driven screw
propeller.

The writer knows of no other type of augmenter ei-
ther suggested or tried. The simplicity of the jet sug-
gests that only a limited number of augmenting processes
can exist; and further limitations are imposed if the
simplicity of jet propulsion is to be preserved. However,
it seems unlikely that the schemes already investigated
have completely exhausted the possibilities.

THn PROBLEM _

The problem of increasing the thrus~/~ower ratio of
a jet centers upon the jet itself, for the thermal effi-
ciency of a nozzle in giving kinetic energy to the jet is
from 10 to 15 per_ cent higher than that of the internal-
combustion engine in producing mechan-ical energy under the
same thermodynamic conditions- As indicated earlier, the
kinetic energy of the jet can be converted to propulsive
work by allowing the jet reaction to move the nozzle, the
amount converted bei;”g prop-ortion~ to the speed. of the
motionO At ordinary airplane speeds,” say 100 miIes per
hour, about 8 per cent of the kinetic energy of a jet
with a speed of 2,500 miles per hour (roughly the s~eed
of a jet correspoqdi~g to the temperature and pressure
found in the ordinary internal-combust~o,n eng-ine after-. —.
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conlustion) can be made useful in this manner. The remain-
ing 92 per teat stays in the jet after it leaves the noz-
zle and is available for further gain in useful work if
means ‘are provided for its conversion~ In the application
to airplanes, with which this paper is mainly concerned,
the forward speed will be regarded as the same as the
speed of the airplane since we shall not consider the case
where nozzles are mounted on propeller tips, With this
speed fixed, the only other variable at our disposal to
increase the useful work is the propulsive force, Thi S
depen~s entirely upon the momentum of the jet and of the
fluid set in motion by it, A greater force can result
only if this momentum. is increased; and consequently, if
the j~t is to produce greater propulsive force ly its ac- ,

tion on surrounding objects, this momentum must be in-
creased thereby. T~e kinetic energy in the jet, repre-
senting 92 per cent of the total energy in the above ex- .

ample, is normally dissipated without change of momentum,
the average sp?od decreasing, and the mass of air in mo-
tion increasing, in such a way that the product remains
constant. The problem of thrust augmentation is to trans-

7

fer the energy to a still larger mass of air in an effi- 9
cient manner, so that the momentum is increased, Thi S
cm be dose, if at all~ only by material surrounding ob-

.

jects exerting a force on the air, the reaction to which .
constitutes the thrust augmentation-

*

.

.

It is a very convenient fact that changes made in the
jet after it leaves the nozzle do not affect the reao$ive
force arising on the interior of the nozzle unless the
change is in the nature of an obstruction which blocks the
air passage very near the nozzle. Therefore additional
force may be obtained from the action on neighboring ob-
jects of the fluia set in mo~iog %y the jot without im-
pairing the original reaction.

ORIGIN or THE pRE5ENT WORK

In view of the advantages of the jeti as E pmim~ mov=
er and of the fact that the number of types ~f e+ug~entors
already investigated is small, an expertqgqta~ study of *
thrust auguentors for jets was started at the Bwreau of
Standaras in October, 19300 with th6’ finanaia~’ assistance

$:

and cooperation of the National Advisory Committee for *

Aeronautics. , The pur-:ose of tile st.uclywas to investigate *

a large variety 0$ schemes. The program was an ambitious
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one, including all the schemes suggested. %y members of the
staff in the light of present-day knowledge of jets. No
attempt was made to refine t-he devices, since this would
have required more time than was available for the problems

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF EXPERIMENTAL WORK

AT THE BUREAU OT STAND&DS

Nozzles and augmenting devices upon which tests were
conducted were mounted in the 3-foot wind tunnel of the
Bureau of Standards. The jet was supplied by air from a
compressor outside the tunnel. Everything outside the
wind tunnel may be regarded as the interior of a vehicle,
aiid the nozzle in the tunnel as attached to the vehicle.
If we wish to-regard the vehicle as moving, we may think
of its motion relative to the air in the tunnel. Since
the intake of the c,onpressor was not in the tunnel, the
material constituting the jet was supplied from within
the vehicle itself. We have then a case analogous to the
rocket type of propeller in w-hich t-he propulsive force is
the result of aa acceleration of mass from rest within
the vehicle-

In the present work we are interested prinarily in
the thrust produced by the jet per unit of power. Effi-
ciency of propulsion, usually defined as the ratio of
power absorbed in the motion of the vehicle being pro-
pelled to the power supplied to the propelling system,
has a meaning only when referred to the rate of motion of
the vehicle. When in our experiment we have measured the
thrust per unit of power, we have merely to multiply this
quantity by the speed of the wired relative to the room
(referring to thi foregoing analogy) to obtain the effie
ciency of the jet. -

It was necessary to simplify the experimental work ‘
by using compressed air tit room ‘temperature to supply the
jets. This procedure is doubtless allowable in compara-
tive tests and should yield absolute values of sufficient
exactness to indicate the usefulness of practically applied
heated jets. (Reference 19, ) The nozzles were small
(about one-fourth inch in dianeter) because of the limit-
ed supply of compressed air, and the augmenters were cor-
respondingly small. With our very meager knowledge of ‘
scale effect (reference 20) we cannot say whether jets ~t

i

—. _ __ -.. -.
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enough to propel airplanes would yield similar results. .
,,

The tosts”ikVoi’V6*, ““inge~e~;a~, three determinations: ““
(1) the reaction of the free jet was either measured or
coinputed from the applied pre,e~u-ra+; (2) the total thrust
with thq .aug@en,t.o!r-was measured; ‘and at the samo time (3)
the mas~.”floml”~of”’thejet and the pr%”ssure causing it were
also rn”ea.suredq.These give enough data for comparing the
propulsive f~rce of the augmented. jet with that of the
free jet at the same power. .—

.

THE APPARATUS
.

All forces were mea,s,ured on the inverted type N.P.L,
balance of the 3-foot win,d tunnel of the Bur6au of Stand-
ards. The ordinary bala”fice spindle was replaced by a tu”~e
which served the double’”role of compressed air lead and
model support. Details of the arrangement are shown in
Figure 3. Compressed air was conducted to the %alance by
a l-inch, thin-walled, $lexible rubber tube wrapped with
enough ordinary friction tape,-to withstand the pressure
(maximum 25 pounds per square inch, gage) . The position
of the tube is shown in the photograph. (Fig. 2.) lb was
so chosen by experiment that a pressure applied to the
tube caused no deflection or the drag arm of the balance.
In i~easuring forces along the axis of the tunnel, it was
possible hy using a null method, to eliminate entirely
the effect of the flexible lead. In measuring force-sat
right angles to the tunnel axis, the effect of pressure
in this flexible lead could not be eliminated with the
tube in this position; but the effect was small as com-
pared to the lift forces obtained on the models in which
the lift was of interest, and was neglected. A small
flexible tube, the position of whfch did not affect the
balance reading, connected a small copper tube extending
to the model in the tunnel to anothe”r running to a mercu-*
ry mane–meter for measuring nozzle preseures. A fluid me-
ter of the orifice type inserted in thwticompressed-air
line at a convenient place was used to measure the quan-
tity of air flowing’ from the nozzles. All forces were
measured by means of a pendulum-type balance.

.

—

-.

—
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u
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TEE FREE JET
— --: ..,:— —------ .—. -

Computation of jet merf oraance. - The reader may find
various “fihases of the thermodynamics of-jeis treated in
referenc~s 8 to 13, inclusive. Here it is sufficient
merely to state qnd in$q.rpret those relations useful. in
the present work, since their derivation may h~ found in
most text books on engineeri~g thermodynamics.

—..
Notatioa.- T!he notation to be used-is collected below

for referenc90 . . . . .. — - -——— ..- —----

-Pls

Pa $

T1 ,

R,

ga

K,

A,

a,

P,

A,

c-,

s,

Mi,-

absolut6 pressure of the gas before e~ansion,
in pounds pti square foot.

absolute pressure of the gas a~ter eqansion, in
pounds per square foot.

absolute temperature of the gas be~ore expansion,
in degrees C.

gas constant (96,03 ft-lb. per lb, per degree C.).

acceleration of gravity (32417 ft. per Sec92) .

specific heat ratio (1.4 for air).
—— —

cross-sectional area of the mouth of the nozzles
in square feet.

---- -----——. — — — -.

diameter of fluid meter orifice; in inches.

density of the gas upstrea.rn from..the. orifice of
the-fluid meter–in pbundetie~.c.u~}c. ‘$$!?

pressuredrop across
t

the Q; fic’i-of-theflyi~
meter in poufids per” square” .nch,, _ ~ ,.

hydraulic discharge coeffici”entl—

theoretical jet sp-eed ~r~d’~ce~ by adiabatic exrn.~
pansion from t~e. prgs6Br8 ..PL to Pz, in feet
per second. e.

theoretical mass flow .of the jet produced by ad-
iabatic expansion from the pressure P1 toP~,’
in slugs per second.
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M,

r,

I?,

ph ,

Rtp,

.
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mass flow of the actual jet as measured by the
fluid meter, in slugs per second.

theoretical reaction of jet of mass flow M and
speed S,

-.

power required to produce the jet, In foot-pound
per second.

power required to produce the jet, in horsepower.

thrust-power ratio, in pounds per horsepower.

~r&ym~.- T?he thermodynamic formulas to be presented
here are true for the following conditions;

1. The nozzle is designed to allow complete expansiou.

2. The kinetic energy of the gas approaching the noz-
zle is zero. .

3. The expansion takes place adiabatically and wlt,h-
out friction.

The t~eoretical speed of the jet is given by (l).

/—

[

-, &.-+-l

s =
J’

K IP~\
2g ~~ R T1 1 - (plj (1)

*-

.

.
0

.

.
—

L. -.— -.

The speed S, AS computed by formula (1) is the uniform
speed of an idea~ jet. Owing to friction, the actual
speed is not uniform; it is reduced near the boundary of
the Jetti But the average of the actual speed, taken over
the entire cross section of the jet, is usually only a
few per cent less than S, The actual speed was not meas-
ured; hence all later references to jet speed will mean

-—

theoretical speed as computed by fornula (l). 2

-!,.>

‘en i+
== 0.528, S is equal to the speed of sound ..

at tile temperature of the jet. If
—

?L< 0.528
D1

the nozzle

must have a diverging exit cone if the expansion of the
gas is to be complete and the speed of the jet is to be

a

greater than the speed Qf 6ound.
d

Iil order to allow for
flexibilit~ in the choice of pressures, the nozzles used
in the present work were of the converging type with a

<—.
.
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cylindrical exit which did not allow complete expansion

Pa
of the gas for

P;
< 0~528. Hence when such pressure ra-

tios were used, the nozzles hecane inefficient and formu-
la (1) was not exactly applicable. The actual jet speed
for this type of nozzle cannot exceed the speed of sound.

The theoretical mass flow through the nozzle is given
by (2).

/

/

3
2K

li~ =A
% g(K - ‘L [(3:- r:; i ‘] ‘2)1) R Tl

Formula (2) like formula (1) is inexact whenever

P~
—< 0.528. Because of friction, Mi has a greater value
P1
than is actually observed for a jet of gas.

The actual rate of mass flow M was measured by a
fluid meter. For the fluid meter ~sed in the present

work, M is given by (3).

M= 0.01632 C d2~ P A

Tho value of the discharge coefficient C, depends upon
the location of the pressure taps, upon the value of d,
and to some degree upon the value of A . For more details
on fluid meters and their coefficients the reader is re-
ferred to reference 21. The values of c used in the
computations wore tak9n from that paper.

The theoretical reaction, in pounds, of a jet of uni-
form speed S ft./secO, whose rate of mass flow is M
slugs/sec~, is

3’ =MS (4)
.

and the power in ft-lho/sec. roquirid to produce t-his
jot is

P = ~MS2
.

w or, in horsepower,

.a ph = g.
.

(5)

(6)
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The theoretical thrust-power ratio iu pounds per horse-
power is given by the expression - .

.-

1100

(7’)

As previously mentioned, a jet with a mass flow Mi
never exists. Since we are always dealing with a real
jet, we are interested in obtaining the greatest possible
reaction corresponding to the actual mass flow and a given
initial press--for the energy required to produce the jet
is dete~rnined by these ~wo qizantiti~s. Hence formulas (4),
(5) , (6) , (7), all embodying U, represent the maximtnne
performance that can be obtained for a given energy.
reaetion I’, is the ideal reaction of the existent set, .
and is the reaction of a jet which requires for its main-
tenance the power P. Measured reactions must always be
less than F because the average true speed is always
less than 6; the amount by which the measured reaction
is less than F is equal to the axial component of fric-
tional. force integrated over the g.oqzleg l?hi.1~t.e power
P is required to produce. the jet, the power in the jet
as it leaves the nozzle is not P, but something less,
because of the frictional losses in tbe nozzle.

Formula (2) is useful ik est~m~a~~n~ ~hb rn”agii%de OT
these frictional losses in.‘the nozzle? especially in those
cases where augmenting devices are used. By combining
formula (2) with formula (4) to give the ratio M/Mi for
a given initial pressure PI , an indication is obtained
of the nozzle losses, since M/Mi increases as the fric-
tion loss diminishes and approaches unity as the loss ap-
proaches zero. This ratio will be termed the efficiency
of the nozzle. —

~xperimenta$. results.- Throughout the paper tb.e free
jet will be made the basis of comparison for all augmented
jetsc Figure 3 is .a diagram, drawn to scale, of the 1-
inch L-tu%e running from the N.P.L. balance above the wind
tunnel to the center of the tunnel, A nozzle, shown in
the same figure, was solder,ed in the end of the L-tube,
This nbzzle will be called the ordinary nozzle. A pres-
sure tap was placed 3 inches back of the orifice and was
connected to a mercury manometer as described earlier.
A~l types of ~ets and augmenters were attached to tules
similar to the L-tube shown In Figure 3..

.

.

.

t

.

—

‘

.

?
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The reaction of the jet at various pressures was
measured. on the balance while simultaneously the pressure
applied 3 inches behind the orifice and the rate of flow
of air throu~h the orifice were moss’ured. by the mercury
manometer and fluid meter, From the”observod pressure
and temperature of the air bof”ore reaching the nozzle the
theoretical speed, mass flow, reaction, and horsepower of
the jet were calculated by mearis of forghilas (l), (3),
(4), and (6) , respoctivelyg

A number of tests of the ordinary nozzle weremade,
all of which showed good agreomont. Maximum forces were
about 1 pound at a differential nozzle, pressure of about
23 pounds per square inch. An averagi of the results of
two runs is shown in Figures 4, 5, and 6. Figure 4 shows
the variation with jet speed of observed reactive force in
pounds. In Figure 5, curve (a) shows the variation with
jet speed of the observed reaction, and curve (b) that of
the ideal reaction, each in pounds por horsopowor. Curvos
(a) aiid (b) are in good agreement. The ratio of observod

. force to the ideal force as given by formula (4) is a meas-
ure of the reaction lost through nozzle .frfction. ‘ F“igure

s 6 shows the variation of-this ratio. wi’th jet speed. The,
ideal reaction is represented by the straight line par-
allel to t’he spe~d axis and” of ordinate unity. While the

* dbserved curve for a free jet can never ha.ye ordinates
greater than unity, the curve for an augmente~. jet may
lie either above or below the straight horizontal, line~

,-

depending upon whether the aug.mentor is benefici& or the
reversec The position of the augmented curve ~ith r“ela~
tion to the straight ho-rizoqtal line is the ‘best indica-
tion of the value of the augmenter.

.
.

A wind in the tunnel would not be expected to have
an effect upon the reaction of the jet since~ as was
poiated out earlier$ the reaction of afree jet is very
nearly independent of the surrounding medium and its state
of motion. Figure 7 in which reaction ourves. for various
wind speeds are given shows this indepepd.ence %y tha fact
that the curves are all parallel. The displacement of
the different curves from that for zero wind is the. drag
of the L-tube by the wind.

In a diagram such as Figure 6, it is possible to draw
a curve below which that for an augmented jet may not fall
if i.t is tq-:,equal the performance of the screw propeller.
The ordinates.of that curve will be the ratio of the re-

.7 -- - — ,.,.... .=
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action (4~5 pounds per horsepower) for an ordinary screw
propeller, working statically, to that (formula 7) for
the ideal free jet; hence, the equation of the cugve is

— Y = ~o.oo41 s (8)

This line is shown in Figure 8, the scale of Figure 6 be-
ing unsuitable for its satisfactory representation. The
line at unit ordinate of Figure 6 is redrawn in Figure 8.
It Is apparent th~t below a jet speed of 245 feet_per sec-
ond the jet requires no augmentations However, at such
low speeds the thermodynamic efficiency of the jot work-
ing as a heat engine is below the practical limit. At
higher speeds the augmentation required to secure equali-
ty is the numerical value of the ordinate of this line.
For example, if the get is produced by gases at 7 atmos-
pheres and 1,200 0 c.~ as may be the case if the gases are
produced by combustion, then the ideal jet speed (formula
1) will be about 3,700 feet per second, which corresponds
to Y= 15s2, approximately. That is, when stich a jet
is working at tts best, the augmenter must multiply the
thruet by a factor exceeding 15. This is a severe require-
ment. .—. = :..-%--,-.._+.: *—.. q+

T-he discussion iri the last paragrap~ assumes thai the
thrust at a given jet speed is to be made equal to that of
the or-dinary screw propeller, It is possible that jet
propulsion might be considered advantageous with a smaller
augmentatt one —

PRINCIPLES OF AUGMENTATION

TO determine what may be done by way of a~gmentation
and how augmentation may ~

! !:’i:figed+2:G::1;:$:2-ful to examine the free jeo,
the jet”-will be regarded as k fi$~?a~mof fl~~~ p~s~tng from
a conditiozi of high pressure through an appr~prlatq nozzle
of circular section frito an outer medium of l,ob~r pressure.

— -=-:— r,-.. ,,.

The classical treatmeqt.of an inviscf~ and fQcOmPrQssi-
b~-e jet is of importance in o~r pmsblern because of the
light which it thr~ws on actual coditions~ (Jlassica~ hy-
drodynamics describes two distinct ad tcd.ally different
forms nf the jet. The first of these is the type in which
the flow is continuous, with the stream lines spreading
from the erid of the nozzle in all directions lfke the flow
induced in a quipsoen$ medium when a long cylindrical body

●
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moves endwise through it, the flow being seen by a sta-
tionary “obseiwer. me end of the body corresponds to the
orifice of the nozzle and the body proper to the c@inder
of fluid moving through the orifice. In this case the
speed and pressure both fall with increasing distance from
the orifice. The second type of flow treated by classical
hydrodynamics requires discontinuity between the jet and
the surrounding medium, the jet having the form of a cyl-
indrical column of fluid moving through the surrounding
medium without disturbance. The boundary of the jet is a
surface of slip where the velocity gradient iS infinite.
The speed of the jet is constant and equal to its speed
at the orifice and the pressure in it is constant and
equal to the pressure of’“the surroundings.

Conditions are, however, quil.tedifferent in a real
compressible fluid with viscosity, such as air. Neverthe-
less, points of similarity between the ideal jot and the
jet of real fluid do appear. Dorsey (reference 17) has
renarked that a jet of liquid at a low velocity corre-
sponds to the first type of ideal jet; at higher velocit-
ies a stem in which the flow corresponds to the second
or nonspreading type develops under a mushroom-like head.
Motion pictures of air flo~ing through nozzles (r~f_erence
18) show that the spreading type of flow exists for a very
short period of time arid that the cap-like formation of
spreading flow never extends outward a distance gr’eater
than the diameter of the orifice. As soon as the cap ap-
pears it l)egins to curl inward at the periphery and to
forrl into a ring vortex which is carried along near the
head of the jet. At the speetls with which we shall be
concerned, a continuous jet whether liquid or gas consists
of a, stem topped by a ring vortex; the stem is similar to
the second type of ideal jet, that is, to a nearly cylin-
drical column of noving gas -with a steep velocity gradi-
ent at the boundary, Motio~ is induced in the surround-
ing nedtum by the friction, between the jet and the medium.
The transverse velo-city gradient is found to decrease as
the axial” distance from the orifice increases, the region
of influence spreading and the jet being retarded nore and
more by tile continued action of frictipal (Reference 19, )

At high speeds, such as are encouate~ed in jet pro-
Pulsion~ a probable picture of the jet ~ou.nda~y is that
of a turbulent sheath separating t“~e jet frop the sur-
rounding mediuno The sheath, according to the view of

Itora Kelvin (r,efereacq 20), consists of ~ series of ring
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vortices following one another in rapid succession and
acting like rollers between the jet and the medium next
to it* We know that turbulence exists, but it is probably
not as orderly as this picture might lead one to believe,
Owing to the turbulence, there is a certain amount of mix-
ing be~wegn the jet and its surroundings, which mixing as-
sists in the acceleration of the medium adjacent to the
jet. Because of this mixing there is no definite surface
of separation between the jet and the surroundings, the
sheath being made up of fluid from the nozzle and from
the outside, As the jet recodes from the nozzle the tur-
bulent sheath thickens. The fluid which issues from the
nozzle is sometimes referred to a$ the”core stream, “ and
the induced flow in the surrounding medium as the lfjacket
stream. 11 This terminology will be adopted here, together
with the term Ilturbulent sheath, IIto denote the turbulent
intermediate region comprising portions of both core and
jacket. The reaction on the nozzle arising from the Ac-
celeration of the core will be termed ‘Icore reaction.il
A free Jet will be defined as one whose only reaction is
core reaction, and an augmented jet as one used i.n con-
junction with devices to change its momentum.

All of the energy imparted to the air must come
from the energy of the jet. True augmentation can be se-
cured obly by making use of energy imparted to the air
that w“ould otherwise be lost. The use of devices near
the nozzle which impede the flow and increase the pressure
within the combustion chamber does not give true augmen-
tation since additional power is required to produce the
jet. It is helpful- to examine the motions of the core
and jacket streams of a steady air jet, the energy of
which may “oe utilized for augmentation.

.

.

.
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The most apparent moii~on is..an axial, one which is init-
ially imparted to the core Dy the Qressure in the nozzle
and which is later given to the”jacket by friction and
turbulent mixing. A closer examination of the picture
previously given will show that other motions can and do
exist. One of these is the rotaty motion of the eddies
which make up the turbulent sheath, and which embodies
additional energy. A~other motion present is that normal
to the jet axis consisting of the inflow of air to replace
that carried downstream by the jet. Yinally there is tile

.

molecular motion resulting from the decay of all other uo-
X

tions. The energy of this molecular motion cannot be re- ‘ ~-
covered in the form of mechanical energy. .
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The energy of these motions can be utilized to secure
augmentation only by the use of devices which direct the
induced motions in a directiom that is parallel to the
axis of the jet and a large augmentation can be secured
only by at the same time distributing the energy through
as large a mass of fluid as possible. The redirection of
these motions can be done by suitable systems of guide
vanes, and the augmentation of the thrus’t will appear as
pressure changes on the vanes, The friction of the vanes
with the air will, of course, limit their effectiveness
and introduce a factor of uncertainty difficult to esti-
mab e.

While no physical device can be made fine enough in
structure to direct the random distribution of momentum
among the molecules, it might be thought that a system of
guide vanes could be devised which wou~il break up vortices
and convert their angular momentum into linear momentum.
But when we realize that the distribution of eddies is en-
tirely random ,and that the turbulence may be so fine as
to require guide vanes as small as those appropriate to
the directing of molecular motions, it becomes evident
that both the directing of molecular and of turbulent no-
tions must be regarded as impossible. As these motions
represent energy that is lost in so far as it is not avail-
able for propulsion, any arrangement which will reduce
eddy formatiom and friction. loss in mixing will increase
the strength of other motions.

Another apparent possibility of augmentation lies in
the directing axially of the normal or influx motions of
the fluid in the jacket. Here we are dealing with bulk
flow rather than with microscopic portions of fluid and
the required size of the vanes is not prohibitively snail.
It is required nerely that the vanes be so placed in the
normal flow and have such shape, size, and orientation as
will effectively change the direction of the flow from
normal to axial, and distribute the energy through a suit-
able mass of fluid. M&lotls augnentor (fig, 1) is of this
type. It rests upon a sound basis in the light of our
analysis and seems to hold inviting possibilities.

The Venturi tube, too, falls into this class of aug-
menters, in so far as their entrance cones are annular
vanes. The question arises as to what function, if any,
the exit cone of the Venturi performs. Previous work not
only in propulsion but in the general use of Venturi tubes
to increase the flow about jets (reference 22) would indi-
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cate that the addition of an exit cone to the annular va~e
makes it possible for the jet to induce a greater flow.
Nothing in our analysis so fir has predicted, this. We
must, in fact, look beyond the jet, to the characteristics
of Venturi flow to find a reason for the observed effects,

Figure 9 shows a Venturi tube in which, for simplic-
ity, the end sectional area of the entrance cone is nade
equal to that of the exit cone. These .arqas are denoted
by Al and Aa, respectively. The throat area is de-
noted by A,A<Al or Aam Then a jet passes along the
axis of the Venturi, as shown in R’igure 9, air surrounding
the jet but within the tube will be given a motion paral-
lel to the axis by frictional forces, The axial speed
of the air in the tube will tend to have its maximum val-
ue in the throat, decreasing to some Lower value at the
ends, because of the characteristics of Venturi flow, The
jet, however, by its accelerating action in the exit cone
tends to change the characteristics of the flow in such a
manner that the speed at A2 is higher than it would have
been had the jet ac”tion been absent. As a result, the
speed and the rate of flow of air through Al tends to he
increased. Consequently, more air must flow into the Ven-
turi from the surroundings at the entrance end. This in-
flow must in turn be deflected axially by the entrance
cone, and the propulsive force arising from a favorable
pressure distribution here will be increased thereby in
proportion to the flow increase resulting from the action
of the jet in the exit cone. The Venturi tube in this
case acts to increase the inflow, transferring the ener-
gy of the jet to a larger mass of air.

Guide Rings aad Venturi Tubes

Returning to the ordinary type of nozzle, let us in-
quire into ite use with guide rings and Venturi tubes.
The variations in size and shape of rings and Venturis
used may be seen in Figures 10 to 1’7. Uost of these yfeld-
ed no improvement whateyer over tile free jet; and some, by
the disturbance which they created, actually lowered the
resultant force. Since from the examination of the jet a
wind does not ap-pear to be essential to augmentation, we ,.
should not expect a wind to make the results more favor-
able. In fact, if a device of this sort were found to
yield a satisfactorily high augmentation, there would still
remain the question of its utility in the propulsion of a
vehicle because of the relative wind set up by the motion

._
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of the vehicle. The drag of the augmenting device by the
relative wind might partially or totally neutralize its
propulsive force, An increase in static thrust is neces-
sary, but not sufficient to insure the success of the aug-
menter. It.,is useless then to test a particular ring or
Venturi in a wind unless it merits the test by its high
static thrust. None were found to merit the test. Holr-
ever, to settle experimentally the question of the de-
pendence of augmentation upon the wind and to determine
in a general way the drag of the Venturi t~e of augmenter,
wig d test of the Venturi shown in Figure 16 was madei

The augmenter was usually held. by a support with a
spring clip which slipped over the horizontal part of the
L-tube of.Figure 3. Removals and adjustments were easily
made by sliding the clip over the tube. The experimental
procedure was to neasure the reaction of the free jet at
a given nozzle pressure, then at the same pressure to make
measurements with the augmeqtor in place at various dis-
tances from the nozzle. The thrust was a function of this ●

distance, the maximum being found from curves like the one
shown in Figure 18 for the Venturi of Figure 15&. The
ratio of the maximum total force to the free reactiom is
thus obtained &irectly from those Glservations. The ratio
of the na~imum total thrust to the ideal reaction was then
calulatea by multiplying the preceding rat~o” b$ the ap-
propriate small numerioal factor obtainea from Figure 6.

The s-ecozuiand third columns of Table I give the free
jet reaction and the maximum total thrust, respecti.vel.y,
for the augmenter indicated in cOIUmn 1. The fourth col-
umn gives the ratio of maximum total thrust to free Jet
reaction, and this ratio multiplied by the ordinate of
Figure 6 corresponding to the jet speed indicatea furn-
ishes the corresponding number in column 51 whigh is the
ratio of the maximum total thrust to tibQ idqal rq~q~ioiil
The va~ues in column 5 fit into such dime.ratne as “$$gu~~si
6 and 8.

—. —

The slqtted diverging cone, or series Df Ventures, ,
shown in Figure 32, yieldea a total t’hrust far below the
reaction of the free jet. The jet was founa to fill the

. cones only partially and to cling to their sides. It iS
. “ probable th~t the alignment of the separate Venturis with

the nozzle pust be very exact, if ibey are to acti 8ffi-
+ oiently. Since proper adjustment was never obtained, the

. resu~t~ arq not given in Table 1.
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TABLE I. THRUST AUGMENTATION OF ORDINARY HOZZIJI .

WITH GUIDE RINGS AND VENTURI TUBES

Free jet
reaction

Figures lb,

10 0.0967
,286
.465
.662
.795
.952

1,072

# 11 .0906
.286
.465
.662

Largest
ring of
Iigure

10

Largest
ring of
Figure

11

Interme-
diate

ring of
Figure

11

Smallest
ring of
Figure

11

..795
.952

1.072

1,06

1.06

1,06

.

1,06

Max imum
total
thrust
With
augmenter

lb.

0,0906
,285
.465
.653
,794
,947

1.078

,906
,284
.468
.629
.785
.936

1.056

1.07

lqo9

.

1.07

1907

,.

I

Total thrusl

Free jet
reaction

l.txl
.996

1.00
.987

Z,oo
.984

1.005

1,00
,993
,997
..950
,988
.995
.986

1.01”

—...
1,03,

—

~~ol

1*O1
.,

= ,dealjet

action
I

speed
ft./see,

i.. .-,=:— .=
~— -

I 435 m
.996 736
,990 9m’”:
.971
.981
,965
.995

,987
.993
,987
,934
.969
.980
.977

1.00

1.02
.

1.00

1,00

1,030
1,120
1,190
1,240

435
736
908

1,030
Z,120
1,190
1,240

—

-..—

.

T

.

1,240

.-

—

1,240
-,

,

1$240
t.—-.
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Figures

14 :.

15b

v
15C

15a”*

15e

———————.

A——.—— ~--_=
=* —.-. ~..?=~~_a ~- . ●

.WITH GUIDE RING:j AND VE~T~URI TU.3ES ~(Otltd,)
,. .,.._

. . —. =----.. ..- ..—
-————______

Free jet
reaction

lb.
.

;-.*
+.aT.- .r-
.——-_____.--+.

.--. +

~___-, =

.625 –

,63L
::—-.;

1.06

~.i36 --

,1;06 . -
-—= .+__-
~,06. -. .

1.06
..

;091
.288
.465 ...

0630
*8Z – .

● 940
1.055

————.

———=———.

Maximum
total -,

‘thrust
with -

augment or
lt. ‘“--————— —.-w-

-.

.631 =
—- .._—

.666
.-

1.12

1.18 ‘--
.-

1.135 ‘“”

1.135

1.14- ‘--

.091” “

.298

.485

.G6~-”

.848
1.008
1..13O

-—————_—,

. . . . . m--.q~ ,----- --

-.. - ~

. .& ...?,,+ --= -...=
-. -— ----

——+.-...
— +.-

.— =-_3- ,=.. -— _—

Total thrust Total thrus:———. -—-———— —————

Free jet _.Ideal ;O-
reaction ..& G$i9L .

., --- y

-“”-i ‘- -
-,,---.—.___———...-?-—————________________--.--—-.~fi:=~.~Tr..-=.

-a -,:---
—

1;01 “- 1’00-
-===-- .?—.= —...

1.055 ‘“ -“ 1.045--— ~ .- =:

1.094 1-.08’4

.1.-1.11 =“1.10 --
----

“1=-‘-

.1 .0? 1.06
=.”.....-—-..s , -~.~.~—=

-1.07 --1.06 ‘.— -—+..- ~.-:-.. —

‘-i;oo- .“‘-’ ---.987
- ‘1.035 1.035 -
.=~--043- = ~;~33 ,

10057- ‘--’- i:b40 ““--
1;084 ‘ “i.06z ‘=
1,0’74 ,. ~,~57 --
1.071 1.061

Ideal jet
spe”id”

ft.~aec,

— ——

990

9’30

1,240

1,240

1,240

1,240

435
736
908

1,030
1,120
1,190
1,240

—..——— . . . . . e-= ..----. — -. ~------- -- .*.
~-. . ---- ..— — . .. -=.. .- —,. -

—

,

.

—
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Figure 19 shows that in the case of the Venturi of
Yigure 16 the effect of a wind upon augmentation is null,
the successive curves being merely displaced from that of
zero wind by the drag of the Venturi, its mounting, and the
L-tu%e by the wind.

The drag curve of Figure 20 showing the contribution to
the drag made by the Venturi of Figure 16 in the presence of
the L-tube was oltained by subtracting the ordinates of a
drag curve for the L-tube alone from those of a similar
curve for the. L-tube with the Venturi attached. From this
curve and Table I we see that the small beneficial effect
of this particular Venturi at a jet speed of 1,240 feet per
second would be completely destroyed in a wind of only 40
feet per second. If we take this as an indication of the

..

drag of rings and Venturis in general, we may conclude that
while this type of augmenter is far from satisfactory stat-
ically it is even less so when we consider its ability to
propel with speed.

The M&lot type of augmenter tested by Jacobs and Shoe-
maker gave much better augmentation than any of the types
tested here, but at higher jet speeds. Jacobs and Shoemaker

●

.
fiad an augmentation as compared with the theoretical thrust
of a free jet of nearly 40 per cent at a speed of about
1,’700 feet per second. Even at the greater speed, the aug- *

mentation is insignificant as compared with the sevenfold
value (fig. 8) demanded for equality with screws. In the
present work speeds were limited by the equipment to about
1,240 feet per second, at which speed an augmentation of 10
per cent was obtained with the arrangement shown in Figure
15b. This value is considered to agree satisfactorily with
correspondingly low values obtained “Dy Jacobs and Shoemaker
at the lower speeds.

Annular Nozzles

The annular nozzle with a flat-ended core shown in Fig-
ure 21a gave very poor results when used free and was not
considered worth combining with augmenters. Adding a tail
to the core (fig. 21?3) considerably increased the force,
but the nozzle was still inefficient as compared with the
ordinary type of nozzle. With tize tail piece the jet has
the form of a cone covering the tail, and has greater area
than the same :et from an ordinary nozzle. Tests were made

<

with augmenters to determine how this greater area would ef-
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feet the acceleration of air in the presence of the augment-
er. A set of results similar to those of Table I is given
for this nozzle in Table 11.

TABLE II. THRUST AUGMENTATION OF ANNULAR

NOZZLE WITH GUIDE RINGS ANI) VENTURI TUBES

——. ——— ————.

Free jet
reaction

Figures lb.

.

—-—-—. --l———
~lb and

15C

. 21b and
large

.
ring of

. Yigure
10

.

21b and
large
ring of
Figure

11

21b and
17

0.510

.499

.508

.500

—

-———-

Maximum
total
thrust
with

augmenter
l-b.

0.48.5

.485

● 510

.500

————

Total thrust—————---
I?ree jet
reaction

0.951

. 97’2

1,004

1.00

-———- ——-

The annular nozzles represented

—————-.

Total thrust——
Ideal re-
action

0.945

.966

.999

.994

———— —.

——z

Ideal jet
speed

ft./see.

1,250

1,250

1,250

1,250

———--—— 1

in- I?igures 22 to 25
and consisting of hollow cone-shaped devices of which the
sections are shaped like airfoil_ profiles represent a modi-
fication of the guide ring and Venturi type of augmeutor.
They will be referred to as annular nozzles I?os. 1, 2, 3
and 4, respectively. The ,nozzle itself is an annular slot
in the trailing edge, with parallel walls formed by the in- ..

‘ner and outer walls of the annular chamber. It will be ob-.
served in the figures that these slots diverge with a total

P angle ranging from a few degrees up to 40°. A diverging
. annular Jet is thus obtained which surrounds a central core

—. ..— —-
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of exterior air drawn in through the entrance cone of the
chamber by jet fric:ion and th”e”Vent.~r”i .6~ffectgained ‘by

—
.

the divergence” of th~ jet. T“he nozzle’~nd the jet rn~y_&e
imagined to be a Venturi tube with the jet as the exit cone.
This scheme Of augmentation.is based entirely upon a pres-
sure decrease in the entrance cone arising from the acceler-
ating power of the jet.

Nozzles Nos”. 1,- 2 and 3 differ mainly ~n””their angular
divergence, the total angles being 7°, 18° and 40°, respec-
tively. “30. 4 is half the size of the first three, With a
hozzle divergence of 18°. The nozzles have the angles in-
dicated, %ut the jets assume smaller angles, proportiofial,
howevert to the qozzle angles.

. ,

A series of force measurements was made on the four
nozzles without wind. The maximum observed force was a%out
one pound. In Figure 26 the ratio of observed thrust t.g.~

,-

ide~ reaction is plotted against jet speed for each of the “–
four nozzles, the curves being numbered. correspondingly.
The dotted curve is that for the free jet, kepeated here
for comparison. It is apparent that nozzle No. 3 is_the

.

only one that shows an improvement over the free jet, and-- ‘~ . -
this improvement is so Srr-allas to be scarcely worth noting. .

We should not expect the augmenting power of an annu-
lar nozzle to be increased by a wind. Nevertheless two drag

.—

runs to test this point were made upon nozzle No. 3., one
without a jet and the other with a jet of 720 feet p~r se~~
end. The two curves are shown In Figure 27.. These curves ._
give no fair indication of the drag of the nozzle, since -
the drag of the l/2-inch tube by which the ‘nozzIe was con---
nected to the balance is included~ The difference in the
ordinates of the two curves at a given wind speed is, how-
ever , an indication of the effect of the wind upon augmentat-
ion at that speed, an increase of ord$gate difference with
Increase in mind indicating an improvement in the augmenta-
tion. The prhctic~lly constant diffeik-fick inarked at three

—

different points along the c$urves Shows definitely no im-
provement ig,augmentation.

,-

The failure to obyerve any augmentation when we change---- ..
from the ordinary nozzle to--the annula? ones mliy ~Y-ise from
an att~ndant increase in the energy-losses in the no-zzle i.t- .
self. That this is actually the case is iad..icatedby the

—
M

following observations. From an iu$egration of pressures
—

measured over the ehtrance cone of.~o. 2 a thrust force of Q
.
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0.067 pound was found, the o%served total thrust being
0.635 pound ,,4or a contribution of 10.5 per cent. Hence in
the absence of nozzle losses we should expect to observe
a.total thrust about 10 per cent higher than the ideal jet
reaction. Actually we find the computed ideal reaction to
be 0.648 pound, 2 per cent greater than the above total
observed thrust. The latter is, therefore, some 12 per cent
less than would be anticipated on the assumption that the
losses in the nozzle are the same. That the presence of
the conical entrance does actually result in some 10 per
cent increase in the thrust is shown by observations ob-
tained when nozzles Nos. 1 and 2 were modified by having
placed in each of them a sharp-edged hollow cylinder fit-
tiag tightly at the throat of the cone and extending for-
ward to the leading edge. Its leading edge being sharp,
the cylinder introduced no counterthrust, but by eliminating
air flow over the inner surface of the cone, it eliminated
the conels contribution to the thrust. In both cases re-
ductions between 10 and 12 per cent were observed. Thus it
appears that the losses in these annular nozzles amount to
about 12 per cent as compared to about 5 per cent”’in the
ordinary nozzle used in the present work. Previously it
was shown how the nozzle losses could be estimated from the

ratio M
y“

Here, however, it was impossible to measure

the orifice area accurately enough to compute Mi, and the
above procedure becomes the only one possible.

It is clear also that jet reaction has been sacrificed
by diverging the jet, the reaction being proportional to the
cosine of the angle between the jet and the nozzle axis.
The cosines for Nos. 1, 2, 3 and 4 are 0.998, 0.983, 0.940
and 0.988, respectively. l?or Nos. 1 and 2 only 0.2 and 1.2
per cent of the observed 12 per cent loss can be accounted
for in this way. Furthermore, eince No. 3 should have suf-
fered most from jet divergence but gave the best results,
the more favorable condition for augmentation brought about
by the more rapid expansion of the cone-shaped jet must
have more than compensated for the loss.

Thus far, only the accelerating power of the inner sur-
face of the jet has been employed for augmentation. The
outer surface of the annular jet should be no different
from the ordinary jet in its ability to give rise tjo an in-
flow of air;’ hence guide ringe and Venturis placed around
it should act as augmenters . A test of nozzle No. 2 aud
the Venturi tube of Figure 17 failed to show any contribu-
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tion from the Venturi. without doubt some helpful effect
could-have been dertv.ed had. the ~enturi %e~~ appropriately
designed, but indications are’ that the augmentation would
have been too small to be Of any Co.nsequen?e.. .—

...-

We conclude that although the cp,nes..of.m.ch=ag.nular
nozzles do afford a c~ytaip_ am_ount_of, &ugm_entation,. this $s
largely offset by, a loss of jei-~eaction through nozzle -
friction, the aggr~gate result b~i~g..that. the augmented jet
under the best conditions is only slightly better than the
free jet from an ordinary nozzle. Practically, these ef-
fects were too small to concern us; the pro%lem of propul-
sion is as much unsolved as ever.

,

..__. > _. ___ .- .-ZL.

.--JETS IN A;RSHIi Mb;i;S .-
,:.— — ——— — —

-.
Jet in tail of ~.irship model.- tie now_haye !O aster-.

tain Ey how much the thrust exeri8d_by a f,r~~ jet, or by a
system of them~ is irifluen~ed by the form of the surface
from which i,t issues.,.---- .— and S$pgcially by such forms as will
probably be encountered. in the afipligation of jets in aero-
nautics. The simplest case is that in which the jet issues
from the tail of an airship. ‘-- ‘-Q- -L-- -. :

In order to study” tfie case,~tfia-~~fiibe and-z~~ii~ 37”
——— —

Figure 3 were-p-laced in an tiirshij rn7R161~as shown in Fig:
ure 28. A fairing was placed ab~ut the~verti~al poy~ion of
the L-tube extetid~ng from th~ rnodei’tb the-~~lanc6, so as
to reduce-the distfiY%afice in the air floti over the model.
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of total thrust to ideal reaction varied with jet speed is
shown by curve (a) of Pigure 29, curve (b) being the stan4-
a rd curve for the free jet, taken from Figure 6. From the
proximity df curve (b) to (a) we may coriclude that the model
in still air has no effect upon the jet reaction, or vice
versa, that the jet induces no air flow over the model
which yields either thrust or drag forces different from
those on t~e L-tube alone.

A series of tests on the effect of the jet in the
presence of a wind was next made. The results are given by
the series of curves in I?igure 30 which is a representation
similar to that of Figure 7. Negative forces -indicate that
the resultant force on the model is a drag while positive
forces indicate a resultant thrust. The displacement of
each curve from that corresponding to zero wind is the drag
exerted by the wind on the model and faired tube. The fact
that the curves for different wind speeds are all parallel
shows that the effect of the jet is the same in a wind as
in still air. As it is not likely that a change in the
flow (and consequently in the pressure distribution) could
occur without causing some change in the force, we conclude
that the jet causes too slight an alteration in the flow
about the airship to be observed in such measurements.

Airship model with radia~et in nose.- In view of——— —--——— ——-
certain proposed schemes for the propulsion of airsh_ip-si-~n
which a centrifugal fan or similar device is used to pump
air from in front of the ship, thus creating a region of
lowered pressure at the nose, it was thought interesting to
try the effect of a certain type of nozzle at the nose, a
type which we shall call the radial nozzle.

Radial nozzles are illustrated in Figures 313 aid 33b.
The air is discharged approximately radially and in a thin
sheet from an annular orifice. The eff~ciency of a radial
nozzle may be compared “to that of an ordinary nozzle by

comparing the ratios M for the two. The calculation of .
E

M~ by formula (23 requ;res a measurement of orifice area;
and since this area could not be determined accurately in
the case of Figure 31b, we have a comparison of only Figure
33b with the ordinary one. The calculated coefficient
M for Figure 33b is 0.95.
K

This compares favorably with
A

>... -.. . . . . .

values of the sane coefficient, ranging from 0,92 to 0.”98,
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for the ordinary type of nozzle. Hence we may conclude
that nozzle efficiency need not be ~acrificed in obtaini~&
the jet fn the radial form.

Figure 31a shows the airship model of Yigure 28 so
modified as to accommodate the L-tube when turned in the re-
verse direction. The radial nozzle shown in Tigure 31b was
soldered in the end of the L-tube and the whole adjusted
relative to the model so that the back wall of the nozzle
and the surface of the model were continuous.

In Table 111 are reproduced the results of a test with
no wind. The second column of the table shows’ the varia-
tion of- observed total force with jet speed. The third
column gives the ideal reactive force that would have re-
sulted had the entire jet been directed backward. Column
4 ,qives the ratio of observed force (column 2) to the ideal
force (column 3). It will be seen by comparison with Fig-
ure 29 that this ratio lies far below that for jetd pre-
viously tested. This is not surprising, for we would ex-
pect no resultant force on the model if the jet passed ia-
dially outward, Actually the jet clings to the surface of
the model and is directed %ackward. The low ratio shows
that either the directing action is incomplete or friction
losses of the high-speed jet on the nose of the model are
great.

TABLE III. PERFORMANCE! OF RADIAL

NOZZLE AT NOSE Or AIRSHIP MODEL

Jet speed I IObserved force Ideal reaction Ratio of ohs. force
(ft. /see.) (lb. ) (lb. ) ideal reaction

.

—

—
,

. .

.

658 .0.252

1 I

0.404 0.624

845 .410 .648 .633

981 .546 .8’73 ● 626
-——— ———— _____ ——————————

The results of tests with winds of different speeds are
showil in Figure 32, by curves similar to those of Figures ‘7, . “
19, and 30. As before, the fact that the curves are paral-

—

lel indicates that a wind does not change the forces due to
t>e jet. As the wind increases a break begins to appear in =

.

.
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the series of curves at 52 feet per second.. This may be

interpreted as some instability of the flow at low nozzle
pressures, which is accentuated by the wind.

We may conclude definitely from these results that the
radial jet in the nose of an airship model is entirely val-
ueless as a scheme of propulsion.

AirshQ model with radial jet in tail.- Tor the sake—.————-— ——— —-————— —
of completeness, measurements were also made on the effect
of a radial nozzle at the tail of an airship model. In
this case a streamlined body of revolution of the form and
size shown in Figure 33a was used. A smaller L-tube (l/2-
inch instead of l-inch) was used, so as to reduce the drag.
A fairing was attached to it so as to reduce the.disturb-
ances it would have otherwise produced in the airflow shout
the model. An improved radial nozzle (fig. 33b) in which
the cap was given an internal support was used, thus elim-
inating the two obstructions at the orifice present in the
nozzle of ligure 31b.

Curve (a) of Figure 34 shows there is a srnal~ force
from the jet at no wind. This may be attributed to a back-
ward “inclination of the jet, which had previously been
shown to exist for a jet of water issuing from the nozzle.
This small force at no wind is of little interest, since in
a perfectly radial pozzle the entire core reaction is abs-
ent .

Curve (h) of Tigure 34 shows the change produced by
the jet in the dragof the model”at a w$nd speed of 79 feet
per second. Shifting curve (b) parallel to itself until
the point corresponding to zero speed of jet coincides with
the corresponding point of (a), we obtain cUrve (%l..), $s
(b’) rises faster than (a) it is plain that the presence of
the wind has increased the thrust” exerted bY the jets Pres-
sure measurements made over the model from the section of
greatest diameter to the tail showed this i~crease in force
to be due to an increase of pressure oven the rear portion
of the body.

To find a helpful effect from the wind is somewhat en-
couraging, but for it to %e of any practical use the in-
crease would have to be very much greater. The increment
of force at P1 = 1.56 atmospheres, where the jet speed is
860 feet per second, is found from curves (a) and (b!) to
be 0.06 lb. Had the same jet been directed straight %ack-
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ward tiy an ordinary nozzle the ideal core reaction would
have been 0.44 lb. The ratio of increment to ideal core
reaction is 0.14 approximately, far tielow the value 3.5 re-
quired by Figure 8.

The results for the airship models may be summarized
as follows: An ordinary cylindrical jet in the tail is no
improvement over the free jet. A radial jet in the nose is
inferior to the free jet and gives no indication of helpful
effects from flow modification. A radial jet in the tail
sacrifices the core reaction, but does give rise to a
slight propulsive force on the model. “

THE INTERMITTENT JIZT

No tests of augmenters ‘employing the intermittent jet
were made because of the experimental difficulty involved,
Neverthe~8ss , the possibilities of the intermittent jet
should be considered, since the flow of the jet in starting
is of an entirely different type. The intermittent jet is
discussed briefly because it suggests a different method of
application of a continuous jet.

The principle of the intermittent jet flowing from an
ordinary nozzle is as follows: As the jet begins, a spread-
ing type of flow is given to the air as it is pushed away
from the orifice by the i,ssuing core. The core itself rolls
up into a ring vortex on the head of the jet, and as time
goes on the whole flow pattern, including the spreading flow
in the exterior medium, probabiy becomes a growing ring vor-
tex with the core pushing through its center f~om the back
and winding up in the vortex which is carried along at the
head of the jet. In the earlier st’age the spreading motion
of the exterior medium is availabl~ for redirection by Quit-
able. guide vanes to unidirectional motion, and in the later
stage there exists the ring vortex which is equally capable
of dikection by guide” vanes.

The flow in the early stages is of the potential type
having a minimum dissipation of energy in friction. Tur-
bulence does not arise until the development of the ring
vortex. At speeds near and shove the speed of sound, other
losses arise due to the development of compression waves,
the energy of which can not be utilized l)y guide vanes.
But the fact that at speed”s below that of sound, the ini-
tial motion communicated to the air by the jet is of an or-

.
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derly type with minimum turbulence and friction 10ss sug-
gests that those conditions offer a better opportunity for
efficient augmentation.

We may imagine an augmenter designed with guide vanes
capable of redirecting and utilizing the energy of this or-
derly flow. Emission of the jet would. be terminated when
the ring vortex and core begin to develop. A difficulty
now arises when we attempt to get the next formation By al-
lowing the jet to start; for now unless the nozzle and aux-
iliary augmenting apparatus have been moved to another po-
sition where the air is undisturbed, the jet as it begins
to emerge will find the exterior medium already moving ax-
ially due to the previous emission. Hence, either the noz-
zle must be moved laterally or the time between emissions
must be long. Both are undesirable. Furthermore, a valve
mechanism to interrupt the jet might involve serious me-
chanical complications. If we desire an augmentative proc-
ess involving the characteristics of an intermittent jet we
must look to some other scheme.

.

.

.
.

.
●

THE TRANSVERSE JET

The concept of the transverse jet arises from that of
an intermittent jet which is continually displaced to find
undisturbed air. We may imagine a nozzle moved from place
to place while the jet is stopped, then rgsting long enough
in an undisturbed position to allow an emission of duration
limited to the time of the existence of spreading flow. It
is never possible to move the nozzle to completely undis-
turbed air, and hence some disturbance will exist wher~ver
the next emission takes place. The allowable time of emis-
sion will be shorter the nearer the nozzle is to the posi-
tion of the previous emission and the stronger the jet. We
may imagine .a series of small displacements and correspond-
ingly short emissions for which spreading flow will result.
In the limit the motion of the nozzle is a uniform transla-
tion and the jet is continuous, having a strength deter~
mined by the rate of translation. Then by moving trans-
versely a nozzle from which a jet is issuing the exterior
induced flow should be of the same general type as that in
the starting jet and. as such the kinetic energy should be
distributed through orderly motions rather than through the
turbulent and molecular kind, An augmenting apparatus must
be carried with the nozzle to convert the spreading motion
to a unidirectional one. The jet will be called a trans-
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verse””-jei, -the name iiii.gnifyingjet ‘~r~n;lation with respect
tQ the wind in some direction other-thari that along its
axis ,

●

.

An attempt was made to build a-device to utili”;e the
sptiea~ing ?lo~-chq.racte~igi $<~ .~-t~~-~ranevereq jet.

—-.. .-.— - .-—--- -—
prom

prewfou~ experience with vanes and guide surfac’es it appears
that any process,. eviin though c~aricteriqed by an ‘=hundance
of orderly air motions capable of being directed, might
yield little o? no force augmentation due t.~ the ineffi-
ciency Of the directing mechanism. .~o-.redugeth~q m~Q@a.-
ism to a simple aid ~eerningly efficien~ “o~e~,~~ folZOfi~iig

—.-
.==

nozzle--’iaiifoilil combination tias evolved, : — —

The,apparatus ~consists essentially of a ho~low sh&et-*.,
metal airfoil of symmetr-ioal section showg in Figure 3~~”

----

TLe nozzle is ~latii$il~t- ~~e extF6rne--fialliri~ ~g-e with ~ii~— .-.-
ori.ftce in the form of”a-”jon~ n=rrow slit extendin~ the Qn-

—-—.

tire length of the airf~il, ;“he orifice iOing made-of ;i~s
form to distribute the effect along the airfoil. The noz-
zle walls converge to the orifice, and their orientation is
such that the jet makes a~_angle of about 70° with the
chord line. The jet IS fed from the interior with compressed
air led into the airfoil at one end by a-l-inch brass tube,
which also acts as the model support: The nozzle pressure
is measured at the pidspqn, the pre~surq tap be~n~ the open
‘cad of acopper tube exteiding to t~~t ~oint. ~

—

.— . .

—
-- ..-

.—

.

-—
+-

.

.

In an actual velicle, the whol{ apparatus would_m.ovg
with respect to still air.

--—
The-counteipait i~”-the wi~d-fun-

—

nel experiment is a motion of air w~tb.rgspect to the ve-
hicle held at rest. In this case iu~tead of displacin~ the
jet with respect tQ j.he.gir Iq a--dar~gi~~q .a~pro.i~mately at
rif;ht atig16s-t.o the axis of the -~et~-the-~ir ~~-dIspl~_c_ed

—

past .thg .qtati~riary ~et. ~he motiti”n~~4~h&_a_i ~oi~.tQr~y3h
still air “~n any given directio~~~~h-gqsyect t

-3
‘o_~hO chord

of the airfoil “is s~~ula-~~~ ~fi-the wind .turinglxb~”~:,ettin~;’
——— —=

t-he chdid ~f tlie”air~oil at t~e cor~~~pofiding ~n$leta-”~~e
+-

Wind.
..— * ,,,.v:

The principle of th~ transverse jet maybe restate-d as
follows: It has lesn showri-how’ the “e~t-eritirflown-of a “
transverse jet approximates that of-”%h~’constan~lydisplaced
Ifitermittent jet in t-he limit where–the displacerients ~q- %
come infinitesimal and the emission—v”anishingly short ia

.-.

duration. For purposes of illustrai$on in df9cq8&iug the
intermittent jet the ordinary type ‘of jet r’ith cylinifrical *

.. --- -=— : 8
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core was used; now the picture is changed to that of a jet
whose core is a ribbon of width equal to the length of the
airfoil and thickness equal to the widt-n “-ofthe orifice.
The fundamental mechanism $s ul~changed~ the ribb-on jet
beinc used merely to distribute the effect alo~g the air-
foil. TO illustrate the function of transverse action, let
us imagine the. airfoil s_e,t_at z_er_o~ngle of at$ack (for
Synuetrical section, angle of no lift) with th~–a-ir moving
past it_at. su.h a rate that the parallel com-ponent of” th%
velocity of the jet (jet 70° to” the” win-d for”‘“zeioangle of
attack) is equal to qnd in the same direction as the wind.
This ‘wind-tunnel conditi-on corresponds to the horizontal
motion of the airfoil through still air along its chord
with the jet traveling vertically downward with respect to
the air. The jet as ft. impinges upon t“he”Air- gives rise to
a suI?Rrpo.sR& e.Xter$O_rfl.oy o_f_~he -spread”ing type-. In short,
Then we consider this fl-ow, the jet is pr-o’tu-cingt-he same
type of motion in the surrounding air as an airfoil would
produce if from its shape or angle of attac?c it were deriv-
*nC, a _lift. The jet should then, aside’ from it-s”reaction,
give risq to a lift-upon the airfoil. SinC-e the airfoil is
finite in length any lift must result “from a change of xo-
mentum in the surrounding sir. In other words, if the air-
foil derives a lift when set a~ zero qngle of attackj it can
do so only “by impar_t_in~ downward mors~nta to thO paSSinG- air.
The selection of a wind speed equal to the parallel compo-
nent of the jet was made merely fofi-simplifyifig” the illus-
tration. The sa-me Gen&r-al ai~um-e=n-t-–~oldsfor any- w~fid
speed.

I-maLine the airfoil free t.orrn_oveun~er the action of
the lift force. It is clear that the lift then becimes a

doing work umon the airfoil.p.rop_u>5Sv_ef.orse.l... In the yind
tuanel we have merely t-o”fi&e ~ke “aiigi”e’of “afi>.ck negative
to simulate this upwar-d motion. If a propulsive force re-
sults, we should observe a“ decrease in drag or even a nega-
tive drag. These are th’e effects to be expect”ed from the
foregoing argument.

To avoid confusion in the terms Illiftll, ltdr~gl[, aad
“I]propv.lsiye force;l! we shall here define lift as a force
normal to the w“ind.in t-he tunne~, and drag as a forc_~ paral-
lel to the wi’nd and directed downstream. ~legat=iv.e_~r.ag,7.or
thrust, will always he used to desi~nate forces p-a~i~llel to
the wind and directed upstrea~, W-6“shal-l introduce two
nen terms, one called the l~total l“iftl~defined as the lift in-
cluding the normal component of jet reactio-n;- andlrto-tal drag,
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the drag including the parallel component of Jet reaction.
.

The results are given by the eight curves of Figure
36. The or~ina,tes are lift and drag- forces in pounds, neg-
ative numl)ers indicati~g negative drag, or. thrust. The ab-
scissas are differential nozzle pressures. The unprimed
letters accompanying th,e curves represent results at zero
angle .of attack, while the primed letters represent results
at a negative angle of 5°. Curve A shows the variation with
nozzle pressure of the lift component of the jet without a
wind. It is assumed that this force arises in the nozzle
and that no forces exist on other portions of the airfoil.
Curve B represents the total lift iq -a wind of 94 feet ~er
second, With no jet the lift in this wind was zero. Curve
C represents the thrust (parallel component of the jet)
without a wind, and D the total drag in a wind of 94 fee~
per second, including the ,dr.agof the model arm. We see
that , while the total lift was very greatly increased by
the wind, the drag curve, C, was merely shifted vertically
%y the drag of the airfoil and supp_ort in a wind. of. 94 feet
per se_cond. .Interpreting this in terms of moment-ma, we
may say that the jet has produced motions the energy Of
which has %een used by the airfoil to impart a large momen- ‘
turn at right angles to the wind, %ut none parallel to the
wind. So far, the results are true to expectation. Curves
Al, B!, Cl and D! are correspondin~ resul:ts f_o.ra negative
angle _of attack of 500 The orientation of the jet has now
been changed and curves A! and C! of normal and parallel
components of jet reaction respectively are shifted corres-
pondingly. Curve B! compared to B shows that the total
lift force has been reduced, tnzt a _comparison of C! and D!
shows no compensating iricrease in thrust, the difference be-
tween Cl and D! being a drag displacement of about the same
magnitude as that between C and D. Another test made at a
negative angle. of 8°, not given here, again gave no indica-
tion of thrust force other than that: derived from the Jet
itself. This result is totally at variance Wilh pr&dic-
tions.

—

-.

.

—

.

*
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Other experiments of a rather diversified nature were
tried. Tip shields were placed on {he ends of” the airfoil
with very little change in the previous results except for
a larger lift force. Rectangular guide vanes of various
widths and of a length equal to that. of the airfoil ~e.re
placed at various positions back of the airfoil in aq at-

, 6>
.-

tempt to change the direction of the downwash, Again,
while it was possible materially to reduce the lift, very w
little or no thrust resulted. .

I
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The transverse jet ap~ears from th6 pf=sent work to
hold very meag6f possibilities, lmt the author does not be-
lieve that enough work has been done to exhaust all of them.
For example, the long slit orifice might %e closed off at
intervals %reaking the wide ribbon-like jet into a number
of narrower ones with free edges. The resulting disturb-
ance instead of %eing fore and aft would then he laterall
the pattern for each rib~on being two vortex filaments. If
guide vanes may be relied upon to perform their function,
these filanents may %e broken up into linear flow. Numer-
ous suggestions of this sort might be made, but we can
think of none which do not require guide vanes, and in view
of the small success so far met with in their use, ye do
not feel that any process depending upon them is likely to
succeed.

CONCLUSION

We are faced with the experimental fact that the aug-
mentation obtained was insignificantly small. As to why it
was so, we have indications that the trouble may lie with
the parts essentfal-to an-y “augrnentory with the directing
mechanism or the guide vanes themselves. This is shown in
the following brief summary:

The augmenters tried may be divided into two classes;
in the first the jet mixes naturally with the surrounding
air, and in the second the mixing is controlled by a proc-
ess called transverse jet action. Referring to natural
mixing, we find that we have no knowledge of the distribu-
tion of kinetic energy among the two resulting motions, or-
derly and Ghaotic. An attempt was gade to direct the orde~
ly motions by guide vaqesl The small success o~ta~ned has
not answered the questi~a vhqther guide vanes are ineffi-
cient or whqthe”m only an insignificant por$io.?a of the kinet-
ic energy resul$s \n orderly motion. A greater degrf3e Qf
augnentatioq w~q e~ected in the case of ihe tr.aasvense jet
wher~ it is ~~lipv~d that a grffater part of.thg energy yas
shifted trQm tpe o~aot~p turbulent and molecular motions to
the more orderly spreading type. The experimental fact
that the ificr.easeyas got found. indicates that the fault
may lie in the directing mechanism.

On the whole the outlook is not especially favorable.
The present work may be taken not as proof, but only as an

,
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indication that the jet can never find use at low speeds
unless such lighter, more concentrated, and cheaper fuels
than those now in use become available, as will eila%le the
free jet, in spite of its low thrust per horsepower, to
compete with the engine-driveu screw propeller.

Bureau of Standards,
Washington, D, C., August 6, 1932.
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